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CHAPTER 36

Mulla Sadra: his.
teachings

Seyyed Hossein Nasr

.•...•.ifi#..•..

~adr al-Din Shlrazi, known as Mulla ~adra, appeared nearly a thousand
years after the rise of Islam and his works represent a synthesis of the
millennium of Islamic thought which preceded him. He was thoroughly
versed in the Qur'an and Haditb, Islamic philosophy and theology, Sufism
and even the history of Islamic thought, and must have had access to an
unusually rich library. To all his knowledge must be added his own intel-
lectual powers as a philosopher and visionary and intuitive capabilities as
a gnostic ('arij) who was able to have direct experience of Ultimate Reality
or what in the later school of Islamic philosophy and theosophy is called
"gnostic experience" (tajruba-yi 'iifani). His knowledge of the revealed
sources ofIslam was probably more extensive than that of any other Islamic
philosopher. It included intimacy not only with the Qur'an, but also well-
known commentaries, not only prophetic Hadith bur also the sayings of
the Shi'ite Imarns whose philosophical significance he revealed for the first
time. His Qur'anic commentaries and Shad; uful al-kafi ("CommentaI)'
upon the Usu! al-kafi" of Kulayni) and commentary upon the Light Verse
(ayat al-nur), both among the premier masterpieces of Islamic thought,
attest to his incredible mastery of the Qur'an and Hadith.

...... MULLA.. ~ADRA AND
EARLIER ISLAMIC PHILOSOPHY

......
Mulla Sadra was also knowledgeable in the deepest sense in the schools
of Islamic philosophical thought before him. He knew Peripatetic
(mashsha'f) philosophy intimately, especially the thought ofIbn SIna, upon
whose Shifo' he wrote a major commentary. But he was also well
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THE SYNTHESIS OF PREVIOUS SCHOOLS
..•....••.OF THOUGHT AND MODES OF KNOWING ..•....••.

Multi Sadra's epistemology is directly related to that of Suhrawardi
and the school of Illumination in general, a school in which distinction
is made between conceptual knowledge (al- 'ilm af-&uizili) and presential
knowledge (al-'ilm af-&ut/uI·r),2 forms of knowledge which are unified in
the being of the possessor of knowledge on the highest level, a person
whom Suhrawardi calls bakim muta 'allib, literally a wise man, philoso-
pher or rheosophcr who has become imbued with Divine Qualities and
become "God-like". Conceptual knowledge is gained through concepts
in the mind of that which is to be known whereas presential knowledge
implies the presence of the very reality to be known in the human intel-
lect without the intermediary of mental concepts such as when one knows
oneself, the intelligibles or the divine realities. Such knowledge is illu-
minative and beyond the realm of ratiocination, but it is not without
intellectual content. Mullf Sadra accepted this isbraqi thesis, to which he
added the significance of revelation as a foundational source for knowl-
edge of a philosophical and theosophical order. The tradition of Islamic
philosophy in Persia accepted fully this truth and awarded to Mulla Sadra
the tide of Sadr al-mura'allihin, that is, foremost among those who
according to Suhrawardi belong to the highest category of possessors of
metaphysical knowledge. No higher title could be given to anyone in the
context of the world view in which later Islamic philosophy functioned.

In any case the grand synthesis of Islamic thought created by Mulla
Sadra is based on the synthesis of these three ways of knowing through
which he was able to integrate the earlier schools of Islamic thought into
a unified world view and create a new intellectual perspective known as
al-hikmai al-muta'dliyah which a number of leading scholars of Islamic
philosophy who have written on him in European languages, such as
Henry Corbin and Toshihiko Izutsu, have translated as the "transcendent
theosophy'? while a number of scholars have protested against using such
a term." In any case the "transcendent theosophy" marks the birth of a
new inrellecrual perspective in the Islamic world, one which has had
profound influence during the later centuries in Persia as well as in Iraq
and India, while the term al-hikmat al-muta'dliyah had been used in a
more general and less defined sense by a number of earlier Islamic thinkers
such as Qu~b aI-DIn Shlrazi.5 In analysing the various aspects of Mulla
Sadra's thought we are in reality studying the hikmat al-muta'dliyah which
became a distinct school of Islamic thought much like the Peripatetic
imashsha'i) and Illurninationist (ishraqi) schools. Mulla Sadra was in fact
so devoted to this term that he used it as pan of the tide of his major
opus which is al-Asfor al-arba'ab fil-hiknzat al-rnuta'dliyab ("The Four
Journeys Concerning Transcendent Theosophy").

The foundation of the "transcendent theosophy" and the whole
metaphysics of Mulla Sadra is the science of being (wujud), which is
used by him to denote both existence, in the sense of the existence of

acquainted with later Peripatetics, such as Nasir al-Din TUsI and Athir
aI-DIn Abhari, upon whose al-Hidiiyah ("The Guide") he wrote 2.

commentary which was destined to become one of his most popular
works, especially in India. He was also a master of isbrdqi thought and
copied a number of the visionary recitals of Suhrawardi in his own hand
as well as writing a major commentary in the form of glosses upon the
Hikmat al-ishrdq ("Theosophy of the Orient of Light") of the master of
the School of Illumination. He was also well versed in borh Sunni and
Shi'ire lealdm or theology, especially the works of al-Ghazzall and lrnam
Fakr al-Din Razl whom he cites often especially in the Asfor ("The Four
Journeys") which is his masterpiece and like the mother of all his other
books. Moreover, he was well acquainted with Shi'ite lealdm which
included Twelve-Imarn Shi'isrn to which he belonged as well as Isrna'Ilism
whose works he studied carefully including philosophical tracts such as
the Rasa'if ("Treatises") of the Ikhwan al-Safa'.

Finally, it is most important to realize Mulla Sadra's mastery of the
doctrines of Sufism or gnosis especially as taught by Ibn 'Arabi. In certain
issues such as eschatology, he borrows heavily from the Andalusian master,
and the last book of the Asfor, in which he deals with al-ma'dd or escha-
tology is in fact replete with extensive quotations from Ibn Arabi's
al-Futii.f:Jatal-makkiyyah ("The Meccan Illuminations"). Moreover, he had
a special love for Persian Sufi poetry and quotes from its masters such as
'Anar and RLimI even in the middle of his Arabic works. Parr of this
knowledge is derived from the earlier masters of the School of Isfahan
such as its founder Mir Darnad, a school to which Multa Sadra belonged,
bur his knowledge in these matters goes beyond any of his teachers and
represents his own extensive study of the major works and sources of
Islamic thought.'

Mulla Sadra synthesized not only various schools of Islamic thought but
also the paths of human knowledge. His own life, based upon great piety,
deep philosophical introspection and reasoning and purification of his
inner being unril his "eye of rhe hcarr" opened and he was able to have
a direct vision of the spiritual world, attests to the unity of rhe three
major paths of knowledge in his own person. These three paths are
according to him revelation (af-wtlby), demonstration or intellection (a/-
burhart, al-ta'aqqui ) and spiritual or "mystical" vision (td-mukdshafilh,
al-mushdhadaht. Or, to use another terminology prevalent among his
school, he followed a way which synthesized al-Our'an, al-burhan and al-
'irflin, which correspond to the terms above.
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objects, and existence that is not in any way privative but which also
includes the Divine Principle, Pure Being and even the Absolute, which
is beyond Being as ordinarily understood. Much of his writings, includ-
ing nearly all of the first book of the Asfol", is devoted to this issue
and he returns again and again to it in such works as ai-Shawahid al-
ntbubiyyah ("Divine Witnesses"), al-Hikmat af- 'arshiyyah ("The Wisdom
of rhe Throne"), al-Mabda' ioa'l-ma'dd ("The Origin and the Return")
and especially Kitab al-mashd'ir ("The Book of Metaphysical Penerra-
tions") which is the most important summary treatment of this subject
in his writings."

.,...... THE STUDY OF BEING .,......

Its [wujud's] notion is one of the best known things,
But its deepest reality is in the extremity of hiddenness."

A consequence of the gnostic experience of being is the realization
of its unity, which is called uiahdat al-ioujud. This fundamental doctrine
of Sufi metaphysics is associated with Ibn 'Arabi but has possessed many
interpretations ranging from the extreme interpretation of it by the
Andalusian Sufi and philosopher Ibn Sab'In, according to whom only
God is real and nothing else exists in any way, to lbn ~abi's interpre-
tation, which sees the manifested order as rbeophanies (tajalliyat) of the
Divine Names and Qualities upon the mirror of nothingness, to the view
of Mulla Sadri, who conceives the unity of being in relation to the multi-
plicity of existence as the rays of the sun in relation to the sun. The rays
of the sun are not the sun and at the same time are nothing bur the sun.
In the As/aI", which contains a history of Islamic philosophy" as well as
his own teachings, Mulla Sadra deals extensively with various under-
standings of this central doctrine before turning to the exposition of his
own views. ID In any case, ioabdat al-wujud is a cornerstone of Sadrian
metaphysics without which his whole world view would collapse.

A companion doctrine is tasbkil: al-wujiid or the gradation of being.
Being is not only one but it also participates in a gradation or hierarchy
from the Being of God to the existence of the pebble on rhe heach. Every
higher level of wujud contains all the reality that is manifested below it.
Here Mulla Sadra bases himself upon the Suhrawardian doctrine of differ-
entiation and gradation according to which things can be distinct from
each other through the very element that unites them such as the light
of the candle and the light of the sun which are united by being both
light and yet are distinct from one another also by light which is mani-
fested in the two cases according to different degrees of intensity. Being
is like light in that it possesses degrees of intensity while being a single
reality. 11 The universe in its vast multiplicity is therefore not only unified
but is also thoroughly hierarchical. One might say that Multi Sadra
accepted the idea of the "great chain of being" which has had such a
long life in the West from Aristotle to the eighteenth century but in the
light of the unity of being which gives a completely different meaning
to the doctrine of cosmic and universal hierarchy.

The views of ioujud are complemented by the principle of asdlat al-
wujud or principiality of existence. To understand this doctrine, it is
necessaty first of all to turn to the classical distinction in Islamic
philosophy between existence (wujud in its meaning of being related to
the world of multiplicity) and mdhiyyab or quiddiry which in its original
Latin form is derived directly from the Arabic mahiyyah.12 All objects
are composed of these two components, the first corresponding to the
answer given to the question "is it?", and the second to the question

At the heart of the whole philosophical exposition of Mulla Sadra stands
the gnostic experience of Being as Reality. Our usual experience of the
world is that of things which exist, this ordinary experience serving as
the basis of Aristotelian metaphysics which is based on exisrenrs (mawjud).
For Mulla ~adra, however, there occurred a vision in which he saw the
whole of existence not as objects which exist or exisrenrs but as a single
reality (wujtid) whose delimitations by various quiddities (mahiyyiit) gives
the appearance of a multiplicity which "exists" with various existcnts
being independent of each other. Heidegger complained that Western
metaphysics had gone astray since the time of Aristotle by studying the
existent (das Seiende), to use his vocabulary, and that the proper subject
of metaphysics was existence itself or das Sein with whose study he
was starting a new chapter in Western philosophical thought? As far as
Islamic philosophy is concerned, such a distinction was made three
centuries before Heidegger by M ulla Sadra who according to himself
received through inspiration a vision of reality in which everything was
seen as acts of existence (wujiid) and not objects that exist (mawjud).
The vast development of $adrian metaphysics is based upon this basic
experience of Reality and subsequent conceptual distinctions made on
the basis of this experience of wujud as being at once one, graded and
principial.

Mulls Sadra distinguishes clearly between the concept of being
(mafoiim al-wujiid) and the reality of being (baqiqat al-wujud). The first
is the most obvious of all concepts and the easiest to comprehend while
the second is the most difficult for it requires extensive mental prepara-
tion as well as the purification of one's being so as to allow the intellect
within to function fully without the veils of passion and to be able to
discern wujud as Reality. That is why one of Mulla Sadra's most famous
followers, Hajji Mulla Had, SabziwarI, writes in the Shal"b al-manzianah,
which is a summary of the master's doctrines,
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"what is it?". The question posed in later Islamic philosophy, and espe-
cially by Mulla Sadra, is which of these elements is principial and bestows
reality upon an object. Mulla Sadra's own teacher Mlr Damad and
SuhrawardI are considered as followers of the school of principiality of
quiddiry (a~tilat al-mtihiyyah) while Ibn SIna is considered as a Follower
of asdlat al-wujud, although in his case this doctrine takes on a completely
different meaning than in Mulla Sadra since the former did not believe
in u/ahda: al-ioujud.

In any case in his youth, Mulla Sadra followed his teacher Mir
Damad and only after another visionary and gnostic experience came
to realize that it is wujiid which bestows reality upon things and. that the
mtihiyytit are literally nothing in themselves and are abstracted by the
mind from the limitations of a particular act of wujii£l. When we say
that a horse exists, Following common sense we think that the horse is a
reality to which existence is added. In reality, however, what we are
perceiving is a particular act of wujiid which through the very fact that
it is maniFested is limited to a particular form which we perceive as horse.
For those who have realized the truth, the fact that a horse exists becomes
transformed into the reality that the act of being has maniFested itself in
a particular form which we call horse. The form or miihiyyah of the
horse has no reality of its own but derives all of its realiry from the act
of wujiid.13

Reality is then nothing other than wujud, which is at once one and
graded, existenriaring the reality of all things. The metaphysics of Mulla
Sadra can in fact be understood by understanding not only these princi-
ples but also their interrelations. Wujud is not on(y one but also graded.
And it is not only graded but also principial or that which bestowed
reality upon all quiddiries, which in themselves possess 110 reality at all.
The vast metaphysical edifice created by Mulla .$adra and his whole
theology, cosmology, psychology and eschatology rely upon lhe three
principles of toahdat al-wujiid, tashktk al-urujud and asdlat al-wujiid and
it is only in the light of these principles that his other doctrines can be
understood.

..•..•.. TRANS-SUBSTANTIAL MOTION AND THE ..•..•..
CREATION OF THE WORLD

One of the most striking doctrines of Mulla Sadra is trans-substantial
motion (al-I;arakat al-jawhariyyah) which is the basis of his explanation
of many of the most difficult problems of traditional philosophy includ-
ing the creation of the world and the whole meaning of becoming
in light of the Immutable and the Eternal.!" As is well-known, earlier
Islamic philosophers, especially Ibn Slna, had followed Aristotelian natural
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philosophy in accepting motion (al-I;arakah) only in the categories of
quantity (kamm), quality (kay/) , situation (war/') and place ('ayn) , all of
which are accidents and denied explicitly the possibility of motion in the
category of substance. Ibn SIna's main argument was that motion requires
a subject that moves and if the very substance of an object changes through
transubstantial motion, then there will be no subject for motion.

Mulla Sadra opposed this thesis directly by saying that any change
in the accidents of an object requires in fact a change in its substance
since accidents have no existence independent of substance. He asserts
that there is always "some subject" (mawcjii'un mti) for motion even if
we are unable to fix it and delimit it logically. Mulla Sadra asserts that
the whole of the physical and even psychic or imaginal universes which
extend up to the Immutable or luminous Archetypes arc in constant
motion or becoming. Were it to be otherwise, the effusion ([aycj) of
Being could not reach all things. This rrans-substantial motion, which
Henry Corbin calls "l'inquierude de l'etre" referring to the existence
of the universe below the level of the intelligible and archetypal realities,
is not to be, however, confused with the re-creation of the world in every
instant as taught by the Sufis.'? In the Sufi doctrine at every moment
the universe is annihilated and re-created. Previous forms return to the
Divine Order and new forms are manifested as theophany. That is why
this doctrine is called al-labs ba'd al-khal' (literally, dressing after
undressing of forms).

In contrast Mulla Sadra's doctrine has been called al-labs ba'd a/-
labs (that is, dressing after dressing). This implies that the form and matter
of an existent become themselves the matter for a new form and that this
process goes on continuously as if one were to put on one coat on top
of another. All beings in this world are moving vertically as a result of
tram-substantial motion until they reach the plenum of their archetypal
reality. The sperm hecomes a foetus and grows lO the form of a baby
who is then born and continues to grow from onc form to another until
he or she reaches full maturity and the body becomes weaker as the soul
grows stronger until one dies and reaches the "imaginal world" and finally
the Divine Presence. Each state of this movement contains the forms of
its earlier states of existence, while this transubstantial movement continues
throughout all these stages.

It is important to emphasize that Mulla Sadra's dynamic vision of
the world in constant becoming, which implies the continuous intensifi-
cation of the act of wujiid within a particular being, must not in any way
be confused with Darwinian evolution. For Mulla Sadra, the beings of
this world are manifestations of the light of wujiid cast upon their arche-
typal realities which through the arc of descent (al-qaws al-nuziiJi) bring
various creatures into the real m of physical existent. Trans-substantial
motion marks the arc of ascent (al-qaws al-su 'iidr) through which the
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ever-increasing intensity of light of wujiid allows existents to return to
their archetypal realities in the supernal realm. For Darwinism, on the
other hand, there are no such things as archetypal realities and the species,
far from reflecting celestial archetypes, are merely forms generated by the
flow of matter in time. Furthermore, for evolution the role of wujiid, its
unity, gradation and principiality are meaningless whereas for Mulla ~adra
they constitute the very foundations of his metaphysics. Also for Mulla
~adra trans-substantial motion is teleological and has an important
spiritual role to play. The universe is moving toward a perfection which
is its purpose and end and the spiritual progress of humanity is also
achieved through a mode of trans-substantial motion. A saint is not only
more perfect than others. It might be said that he or she is more than
others in the sense that the act of wujiid in him or her is of a more
intense degree than in less perfect human beings. It would therefore be
a grave mistake, as committed by a number of modernist Muslim thinkers,
to equate al-haraka; ai-jaiohariyya]: with Darwinian evolution.

The doctrine of rrans-substanrial motion is the key for the solution
of many problems for M ulla ~adra, including that of the creation of the
world debated for eight centuries before him by the Islamic philosophers
and theologians. As is well known, the foldsifoh believed the world to
have had no origination in time but to have been originated beyond time
by God, the world thus being eternal (qadTm) while the matakallimioi
claimed that the world was created in time (badTth), an issue which was
discussed in many classical works of Islamic thought such as al-Chazzalr's
Tahafot al-foldsifoh.16 The philosophers claimed that if the world were
created in time, it would require a change in the Divine Nature which
is impossible because God is immutable. The theologians believed that if
the world were qadim, then something eternal would exist besides God
and would not even be caused by Him. Different Islamic thinkers sought
to solve this problem in various ways, including Mulla ~adra's own teacher,
Mir Darnad, who came up with the idea of al-buduth al-dahri, which
means origination of the world not in time (zaman) nor in eternity
(sarmad), but in dahr or aeon, and he became celebrated for the expo-
sition of this doctrine. 17

Mulla ~adra rejected this dichotomy of views altogether by pointing
to the doctrine of rrans-subsrantial motion. If the cosmos is changing at
every moment, at each instance of its being, it is different from what it
was before and what it is now was non-existent before (masbuq bi'l- 'adami.
Therefore, one can accept the doctrine that the world was created from
nothing (ex nihilo) while accepting the continuous and uninterrupted effu-
sion (!aycj) of the light of Being which is none other than the Divine
Light.l~ He thus seeks to provide a philosophical explanation for one of
the most difficult of philosophical issues in not only Islamic thought but
Jewish and Christian thought as well.
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..•...• THE UNION Of THE INTELLECT AND .•...•.
THE INTELLIGIBLE

Another of Mulla Sadra's major doctrines, again related inextricably to
the rest of his metaphysics, is that of the union of the intellect and the
intelligible (ittibad _al- 'dqil wa 'l-ma 'qui). This doctrine was asserted
by Abu'l-Hasan al-Amiri in the fourth/tenth century but rejected thor-
oughly by Ibn Sina and later Islamic philosophers. But it was resurrected
by Mulla Sadra and given a new meaning in the context of the unity of
wujiid and trans-substantial motion. According to him at the moment
of intellection the form of the intelligible (ma 'qui) , the possessor of intel-
lect ('aqil), and even the intellect itself ('aql) become united in such a
way than one is the other as long as the act of intellection lasts.'?

This doctrine is not only important for Mulla Sadra's theory of
knowledge, but is also of great significance for the understanding of the
role of knowledge in human perfection. Through trans-substantial motion
the act of knowing elevates the very existence of the knower. According
to a badTth of the Prophet, "knowledge is light" (al- 'ilm nurun) , a prin-
ciple which is also foundational to Mulla Sadra's thought.20 The uniry of
the knower and the known implies ultimately the unity of knowing and
being. The being of man is transformed through the light of knowing
and being. The being of man is transformed through the light of knowl-
edge and also our mode of being determines our mode of knowledge. In
this profound reciprocity is to be found the key to the significance of
knowledge for Mulla Sadra and of the idea that knowledge transforms
our being even in the posthumous state. The writings of Mulla Sadra are
replete with various applications of this doctrine and he returns again and
again to the principle of the ultimate unity of being and knowing.

..•...• THE IMAGINAL WORLD AND THE
ARCHETYPES ..•...•

Mulla Sadra accepted the reality of the archetypes (al-a'yan al-thdbitah or
al-muthul al-nuriyyah) in conformity with the view of Suhrawardi and
against the claims of Muslim Periparerics such as Ibn Sina. And he brought
many philosophical arguments to refute those who have denied them."
There is in fact no doubt concerning the major role performed in Mulla
Sadra's thought by the archetypes or "Platonic Ideas", pure intelligibles
belonging to the domain of immutability which many have confused with
forms in the imaginal world which although beyond matter nevertheless
still participate in becoming and transubstantial motion. The latter play a
crucial role in the "transcendent theosophy" without in any way replacing
the immutable archetypes or luminous "ideas" in the Platonic sense.
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Considering the absence of the imaginal world in Western phi-
losophy for many centuries, it is necessary to delve more deeply into the
meaning of the 'dlam al-khayal, the mundus imaginal is, which Corbin and
I have translated as the imaginal rather than imaginary world, consid-
ering the pejorative connotation of the latter term in modern European
languages. The traditional hierarchy of being in the mainstream of Western
thought goes from the realm of material existence, to the psyche, to the
intelligible or angelic world with its own vast hierarchy and finally to
God who is Pure Being and for some Western metaphysicians, the Beyond-
Being. This scheme was more or less followed by early Islamic philosophers
with adjustments related to the fact that they were living and philoso-
phizing in an Islamic universe. Suhrawardl was the first person to speak
of the imaginal world at least in the microcosm. He was soon followed
by Ibn 'Arabi who elaborated upon this theme and expanded the under-
standing of the imaginal world to make it a central pillar of his
rneraphysics.F Henceforth, the imaginal world became part and parcel of
the understanding of the Islamic universe upon which numerous Sufis
and philosophers were to write important treatises.

It was, however, Mulla Sadra who gave the first systematic and philo-
sophical explanation of this world. He added to the view of Suhrawardi
that this world was connected to man's microcosmic realiry (khayal al-
muttasili, the thesis that the imaginal world has also a macrocosmic
and objective reality independent and disconnected from man (khayai
al-munfasil), He emphasized that this world has even more reality than
the physical world. As for its characteristics, it is a world possessing forms
called al-suioar ai-khayaliyyah (imaginal forms) which, however, are not
wed to matter, at least not the matter of the physical world. That is
why they are also called al-mutbul al-mu 'allaqab (suspended forms).
Nevertheless they are forms having colours, shapes, odours and every-
thing else that is associated with the forms of this world. This is a world
of concrete realities which, however, are not physical, the world imme-
diately above the physical, identified with the mythical cities of Jabulqa
and Jabulsa, a world which the seers can experience in this life and into
which human beings enter at the moment of death. It is a world in
which we have subtle or imaginal bodies (aL-jism al-khayalf) as we have
a physical body in this world.P

~ ESCHATOLOGY AND RESURRECTION ~

soul (nafi) from its birth to its final meeting with God and includes
elements concerned with the phenomenology of death. If we were to seek
sorneth ing like the Tibetan Book of the Dead in Islamic sources, probably
this fourrh book of the Asflir would be the best candidate. Moreover,
Mulla Sadra devoted much space in his other major writings such as et/-
Mabda' uia 'l-ma 'ad and al-Shaioabid aL-rububiyyah to the subject and wrote
separate treatises devoted only to this subject such as the Risalat al-basbr
("Treatise on Resurrection ").24

Basing himself completely on traditional Islamic description of the
posthumous states and eschatological events, Mulla Sadra seeks to inter-
pret such terms as the Bridge of Sirat; the Balance and the lower paradisal
states as well as the infernal states in terms of the imaginal world. All
these events related to death, judgment and the like as mentioned in the
Qur'an and Hadith take place in this world which itself is an intermediate
realm (al-barzakh) between the physical world and the world of purely
angelic or intelligible substances. Moreover, this world is comprised
of many intermediate realms (barazikh) stretching from the al-bardzikl:
a/-a'!.d or higher intermediate realms to al-bardzikh al-asfa! or lower ones.
The higher comprise paradisal states although still not the supreme
heavens and the lower the infernal ones. This realm is in fact also a kind
of purgatory through which souls pass on their way to their final beati-
tude or damnation.

Mulla Sadra speaks of a doctrine which at first seems somewhat
strange and can be understood only in the light of the doctrine of trans-
substantial motion. He claims that the soul (nafi) is created with the body
but becomes immortal and spiritual through the Spirit, or, using his own
terminology, the nafi or soul is jismaniyyat al-budiab wa riiJ;aniyyat al-
baqd'. Its vertical ascent through transubstantial motion in fact does not
cease in this world but continues after death as the soul journeys through
various intermediate realms in conformity with the types of actions it has
performed and its mode of being in this world.

In the great debate about whether resurrection is spiritual (riiJ;iini)
or bodily (jismani), Mulla Sadra categorically favours bodily resurrection
but he points out that, upon death, individuals are bestowed with subtle
bodies (al-jism al-lartf) which correspond in many ways to the astral body
of Paracelsus. After death they are therefore not simply disembodied souls
but possess bodies which are "woven" of the actions that they have
performed in this world. They also enter a world which conforms to their
inner nature. In a sense an evil soul chooses hell because of the nature
of its being at the moment of death. Moreover, the reality of
the body in this world is the form of the body and not its matter. In
the final resurrection all of the levels of one's being are integrated including
the form of the physical body, which is the reality of the body, so that
one can definitely accept bodily resurrection as asserted by the Qur'an

No Islamic philosopher has dealt in such great detail as Mulla Sadra with
eschatology and resurrection (ai-maad) concerning both the individual
and the cosmos. The fourth book of the Asfor, much of it based on Ibn
'Arabr, is the vastest and most detailed study in Islamic philosophy of the
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and Hadith and at the same time provide intellectual demonstrations for
it on the basis of the general principles of Sadrian metaphysics.

..•...•.. GOD'S KNUWLEDGE OF THE WORLD ..•...•..

to the forms of this world is that of principles to their reflections. The
fourth level is destiny through knowledge (al-qadar al- 'ilmi) comprising
the imaginal world and that of suspended forms discussed above. The
fifth level is destiny through objectification (al-qadar al- 'ayni), which
consists of the forms of the physical world. Mulla Sadra considers this
last level to be below the level of direct Divine Knowledge since it marks
the mixture of forms with matter. But it is indirectly the subject of Divine
Knowledge since the principles of these forms belong to the worlds above
which God knows in an absolute and direct sense. Moreover, every level
mentioned by Mulla Sadra possesses wujiid which gives it reality and,
according to the argument given above, since there is only one wujud as
asserted by the doctrine of uiahdat al-ioujud, God knows all existents by
virtue of knowing His own Essence which is none other than absolute
wujud.

Another difficult question discussed by numerous Islamic philosophers
and theologians is that of God's knowledge of the world. Al-Chazzali in
fact considered the Peripatetic's view that God only knows universals and
not particulars as one of the views of the philosophers which were not
only erroneous but heretical. In his al-Asfar, Mulla ~adra discusses and
rejects seven different views of earlier thinkers concerning this issue,25
while in ai-Shaioabid al-rubiibiyyah26 he claims that God knows every-
thing in a special way which was unveiled to him by God and because
of its complexity and the difficulty of understanding it by the great
majority of men he finds it wiser not to reveal it fully.27 In other writ-
ings, including one of his letters to his teacher, Mir Darnad, he insists
that he gained full knowledge of this great mystery through inspiration
(ilham), unveiling (kashf) and the "eye of certainty" (ayn al-yaqin).28

What Mulla ~adra does reveal of God's knowledge of the world is
based on the thesis that whenever wujiid is not mixed with non-existence
and not veiled by it, it is manifest to itself and never absent from itself.
Therefore the essence of this wujiid knows itself and its essence is both
knowledge of itself and known by itself, since the light of wujiid is one,
the veil covering the reality of things being nothing but non-existence.
And since the Necessary Being possesses an Essence which is beyond all
composition and contingency, it is at the highest level of perceiving and
being perceived, of knowing and being known. This means that since
ultimately there is but one wujiid which is the wujud of all things, there-
fore His Essence knows all beings that exist and there is not an atom
that He does not know as asserted by the Qur'an. The very presence of
the Divine Essence to Itself is none other than undifferentiated knowl-
edge which is at the same time also differentiated knowledge. And God's
differentiated knowledge is none other than their wujiid. God's knowl-
edge of existents is the very cause of their existentiation,

Mulla Sadra also asserts that God's knowledge of things has its own
hierarchy. There is first of all the level of solicitude (al- 'indyah) which is
His knowledge of things on the level of His own Essence. The second
level is that of undifferentiated decree (al-qac#' al-ijmdli) which is inter-
preted as the Pen (al-Qalam). As for forms which subsist by the Qalam,
their subsistence is subsistence by emergence (al-qiyam al-suduri] for the
Qalam has full dominion over all forms below it. The third level is the
Tablet (al-law/:;), also called differentiated decree (al-qacja' al-tafiili), which
contains the archetypes and Platonic Ideas of things, and their relation

..•...•.. SOME OTHER PRINCIPLES OF
~ADRIAN TEACHINGS ..•...•..

There are numerous other principles expounded by Mulla Sadra and
founding elements of the "transcendent theosophy". In fact whereas
Muslims inherited some two hundred topics from Greek philosophy,
Mulla Sadra discusses over six hundred, many of which are drawn from
further encounters between philosophy and the Islamic revelation and
others are philosophical and theosophical meditations upon the sayings
of the Shi'ite Imarns along with the Qur'an and Haditb. Here, because
of the constraint of space, we shall mention only two of the best known
of these principles, not already discussed above. One is the famous thesis
that "the Truth in its simplicity contains all things" (basit al-haqiqab kull
al-ashyd') which is a direct consequence of the unity and principiality of
wujiid. By this principle Mulla Sadra means that the truth (al-baqiqah)
in its state of pure simplicity and before becoming "combined" with
quiddity (al-mahiyyah), that is, Pure Being, contains all things since the
reality of things is their existence and Pure Being is the source of all
lCUJ·,:/d and therefore in a sense contains the reality of all things. Mulla
::>adraappeals to this principle in many of his writings in solving some
"r the most complicated philosophical issues.

Another well-known principle is that "the soul in its unity is all of
;,., t;'culties" (al-nafs fi ioabdatihi kul! al-quwa). This is also a consequence
of his ontology as well as rrans-substanrial motion. It means that the
various taculries of the soul are not like accidents added to the substance
of the soul. Rather, the soul is each of its faculties when it identifies itself
with this or that function related to a particular faculty. That is why
the perfecting of any faculty affects the soul itself in its unity and the
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.•..•.. MULL~ SADRA'S QUR'ANIC .•..•..
COMMENTARIES

Verses"), which deals especially extensively with eschatological matters to
which the Qur'an refers; Mutashabih al-qur'dn ("On the Metaphorical
Verses of the Qur'an"), dealing with those verses of the Qur'an whose
outward meaning is not clear in contrast to the rnublearndt or "firm" verses
whose outward meaning is clear, and Mafotz1; al-ghayb ("Keys to the
Invisible World"), which is one of his most important works and in which
he discusses his method of Qur'anic commenrary.F

Mulla Sadra distinguishes between commentators who see only the
outward meaning of the Sacred Text and who are like those who see only
the shell of a nut and disregard the fruit within, and those who pay atten-
tion only to what they consider the inner meaning while disregarding the
outer form. He opposes both methods and states that, if these were to
be the only choices, he would prefer the exoteric commentaries because
they at least preserve the outward container of the revelation. But the
best method is to deal with the inner meaning without going against the
external sense of the words of the Qur'an as understood by the Islamic
community. And he adds that only those whom the Qur'an calls "firm
in knowledge" (al-rasikhun ji'l- 'ilm), who have received their knowledge
through divine inspiration without any spectre of doubt in their minds
and hearts, have the right to carry out spiritual hermeneutics (ta'wTl) of
God's Word .

Mulla Sadra considers the Qur'an to be the same as Being itself.
Being, like the Qur'an, possesses letters (f;iuruf) which are the "keys to
the invisible world" and from their combinations verses (ayat) are formed
and from them the chapters (suwar) of the Sacred Book. Then from the
combinations of the chapters, there' results "the book of existence" (kitab
al-wujiid) whieh manifests itself in two ways as al-forqan, or discernment,
and al-qur'dn, or recitation (both of these terms being names of the
Qur'an). The forqani aspect of the Book is the macrocosm with all its
differentiations, and the qurani aspect is the spiritual and archetypal
reality of man or what is generally called universal man ial-insan al-kamil),
Therefore, the keys (mafoti!;) to the invisible world, as far as the revealed
Qur'an is concerned, are also the keys to the understanding of the invis-
ible dimension of the world of external existence and man's inner being
and vice versa. The Qur'anic commentaries of Mulla Sadra occupy an
exalted place in the annals of Qur'anic commentaries as well as in the
philosophical hermeneutics of a sacred text, and it is a pity that so little
attention has been paid to them in scholarship in Western languages. 33

perfection of the soul through rrans-suhstantial motion also affects its
faculties. It also emphasizes the unity of the soul above and beyond what
one finds in the faculty psychology of the Peripatetics.

Also many of the older topics of philosophy are changed completely
by seeing them in the light of Sadrian metaphysics. An outstanding
example is the question of cause and effect or causality ial- 'illah uia'l-
ma'liil or al-'illiyyah). Mulla Sadra accepts the Aristotelian doctrine of
the four causes and commentaries upon it by Ibn Sina and other earlier
Islamic philosophers, but transforms them completely by considering
the relation between cause and effect in light of the doctrine of the
principiality of unqud. He thereby combines horizontal and vertical
causes and his discussion of this subject in all his works" contain some
of his most exalted gnostic ('iifanT) expositions. In studying them one is
presented with a knowledge which satisfies both the mind and the heart
and can lead those who can understand and have sympathy for gnosis
and sapience practically into a state of ecstasy. There are many other prin-
ciples transformed by Sadrian metaphysics which we cannot discuss here
because of the limitation of space. What has been presented here is only
by way of example.

None of the philosophers throughout the history of Islamic philosophy
has paid as much attention to the Qur'an as source of philosophical and
theosophical knowledge and none has written as many commentaries upon
the Qur'an as has Mulla Sadra, whose commentaries are the continua-
tion of his "transcendent theosophy" and the "transcendent theosophy"
an organic outgrowth of the inner meaning of the Qur'an as understood
by Mulla Sadra who asserts again and again the harmony between rev-
clarion (al-waf;iy) and i.uellect/reason (al- 'aql). He in fact asserts that the
inteilec., of which r=ason is the rcllccrion upon the mental plane, is
humanity's inner prophet which manifests itself only in those who are,
in (he language of the Qur'an, "firmly rooted in knowledge" (al-rdsikhiin
ji'l- 'dm).30

Mulla Sadra wrote commentaries upon a number of chapters and
verses of the Qur'an: al-Fatif;iah ("The Opening"), al-Baqarah ("The
Cow"), ayat al-kursi' ("The Thrvne Verse"), dyat al-nur ("Light Verse"),
Sajdah ("Prostration"), Ya Sin ("YS"), al-Waqi'ah ('The Event"), al-Hadid
("Iron"), al-jum'ah ("The ConSl cgation"), al-A 'Id ("The Most High"), al-
Tariq ("The Morning Star") and al-Zalzal ('The Earthquake")."!
Moreover, he wrote a number of works dealing with the science of
Qur'anic commentary. These include Asrtlr al-ayat ("Mysteries of Qur'anic

••..•.. THE INFLUENCE OF MULLA SADRA ••..•..

The vast synthesis created by Mulla Sadra was to have a profound influ-
ence upon later Persian thought as well as in India and Iraq. It is not
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true that his thought dominated the whole philosophical scene in Persia,
because it has had its detractors to this day, but it has certainly been the
most important influence on the intellectual scene in Persia during
the past three and a half centuries. Temporarily eclipsed after his death
because of adverse political conditions, the "transcendent theosophy" was
revived during the Qajar period in both Isfahan, the older centre
of Islamic philosophy, and Tehran which was now becoming the fore-
most centre for the study of l;!ikmah.34 Revived by the great masters of
Isfahan, Mulla 'Ali Nurl and Mulla Isma'Il Khwaju't, it was continued
by later authorities in the Sadrian school such as t!ajji Mulla Hadi
Sabziwari in Khurasan and Mulla 'All Mudarris in Tehran. They
continued very much in the lines of Mulla Sadra although they began to
write more in Persian rather than Arabic in accordance with the general
tendency of the period which was witness to the revival of philosophical
Persian. And this tradition has continued unbroken to this day to such
an extent that the extensive group of students studying Islamic subjects
in the traditional madrasabs, especially those of Qom, and who are inter-
ested in the "intellectual sciences" tal- 'ulum al- 'nqLiyyah), are mostly
followers of Mulla Sadra,

In India the influence of Mulla Sadra began to manifest itself from
the middle of the eleventh/seventeenth century almost from the time of
his death. His writings, especially the Sharl;! aL-hidiiyah ("Commentary
upon the 'Guide" of Athir al-Dln Abhari) became widespread, and the
latter book even came to be known as $adrii; people received distinction
by saying that they had studied Sadrd. This tradition affected many later
figures and has survived to this day. It is interesting to recall that Mawlana
Mawdudi, the founder of the jarna'at-i islami of Pakistan and India, that
is, the founder of one of the most important politico-religious movements
in the Islamic world in the fourteenth/twentieth century, translated parts
of the AsiaI' into Urdu in his youth. As for Iraq, Multi Sadra has been
taught continuously during the past three centuries especially in centres
of Shi'ite learning such as Najaf. One of Iraq's foremost Islamic thinkers
of the fourteenth/twentieth century, Muhamrnad Baqir al-Sadr, displays
in a typical fashion the influence of Mulla Sadra upon contemporary Iraqi
religious scholars with a philosophical bent.

In conclusion it is interesting to note that the revival of Islamic
philosophy in Iran during the Pahlavi period, especially from the 1950s
onward even in semi-modernized circles, was primarily around the figure
of Mulla Sadra, many of whose works have been edited and printed during
the past forty years while numerous analyses of the "transcendent theos-
ophy" have been made in Persian as well as Arabic. At the same time
Mulla Sadra has now been introduced to the West and other parts of the
non-Islamic world by such scholars as Henry Corbin, Toshihiko Izutsu,
S. H. Nasr and Mehdi Mohaghegh, with the result that there is now a

great deal of interest in his works in the West as well as in parts of the
Islamic world such as the Arab countries, Turkey, Indonesia and Malaysia
which did not show much interest in later Islamic philosophers in general
and Mulla Sadra in particular until recently. Moreover, numerous theses
are being written throughout the world on him and his school. In any
case Mulla Sadra is not only one of the greatest intellectual figures of
Islamic history, but his thought is very much a part of the contempo-
rary Islamic world and continues to exercise great influence upon many
aspects of current Islamic thought, especially the philosophical, theolog-
ical and theosophical.

.•...•.. NOTES .•...••.

I have dealt extensively with Mulla Sad ra's intellectual and philosophical back-
ground in my The Transcendent Theosophy of Sadr al-Din Shirdzr (Tehran, 1978):
19-29 and 69-82. See also Muharnrnad Khwajawi, Lau/dmi' al- ariftn ft al;wiif
Sadr al-muta 'allihin (Tehran, 1988): 39ff.

2 For a detailed discussion of this subject by onc of Persia's leading contempo-
rary philosophers and masters of the School of Mullii Sadra see Mehdi Ha'iri
Yazdi, The Principles of Epistemology in Islamic Philosophy - Knowledge by Presence
(Albany, 1992).

3 I also fully support the translation of this term as "transcendent theosophy" and
have used it in my studies on the subject in English.

4 Such scholars as the late Fazlur Rahman in his works on Mullii Sadra and
Hossein Ziai in essays which appear in these volumes and elsewhere protest that
the usage of such a term prevents Western philosophers from taking Mulla Sadra
seriously as a philosopher. The answer to this protest is that philosophy as
defined by logical positivists, deconstructionists and other such modern schools
which deny even the category of truth in an ultimate sense in philosophy, will
disregard a person such as Mulla Sadra no matter how the name of his school
is translated into English. Moreover, the term "theosophy" is now regaining the
respect it possessed before the Theosophical Society founded in the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries began to use the term. Many of the thinkers
of the West such as jakob Bohrne and Rossmini, who have much more affinity
with Mulla Sadra than they do, let us say, with Voltaire, Kant, Compte or
Quine, are called rheosophers in an honourable way. In any case, no apology
is needed in calling Mullii Sadra's af-I;ikmat al-muta'dliyah the "transcendent
theosophy" in order to distinguish it from merely rationalistic and logical
philosophy and relate it to earlier strands of Western thought most akin to it
in nature, strands which are now being avidly revived especially in France, Italy
and Germany.

5 See my The Transcendent Theosophy: 85ff.
6 See his al-Asfor al-arba'ab, ed, 'Alliimah Muharnmad Husayn Taba~abii'l (Qorn,

1%8) or al-Shawiihid al-rubidnyyah, ed. Sayyid Jaliil al-Dln Ashtiyani (Mashhad,
1%7); The Wisdom of the Throne, trans. James Morris (Princeron, 1981);
al-Mabda' uia 'l-malid, ed. S. J. AshtiyanI (Teh ran , 1976): 1Off; and Kitiib 1l1-
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mashd'ir, Le Liure des penetrations metapbysiques, ed. and trans. Henry Corbin
(Tehran and Paris, 1964). See also Sayyid ]alal al-Din AshtiyanI, Hasti az nazar-
i folsafoh ioa 'iifan (Mashhad, 1960), which is devoted to a large extent to an
analysis of Mulla ~adra's metaphysics of wujud.

7 See the introduction by Corbin to Le Livre des penetrations metaphysiques: 62ff;
also Toshihiko Izutsu, Creation and the Timeless Order of Things (Ashland, 1994):
178ff.

8 See M. Mohaghegh and 1'. Izursu, The Metaphysics ofSabzavari (Delmar, 1977):
31-2. On Sabziwarl see S. H. Nasr, "Sabziwari", in M. M. Sharif (cd.) A History
of Muslim Philosophy, 2 (Wiesbadell, 1966): 1543-56.

9 See S. H. Nasr, "Mulla Sadra as a Source for the History of Islamic Philosophy",
in Islamic Lift and Thought (Albany, 1981): 169ff.

10 See the Asfor, I: 23ff
liOn tashktk sec the Asfor, 1: 36ff., and 427ft. Sce also 'Allarnah Taba[aba'I, "Sadr

al-Din Muharnmad ibn Ihrahim ShIrazI the Renewer of Islamic Philosophy in
the 11 thl! 7th century", in S. H. Nasr (ed.) Mulld Sadrti Commemoration Volume
(Tehran, 1962): 22ff., where one of the greatest of the contemporary masters
of the school of Mulls Sadra summarizes his metaphysics and ontology.

12 See Nasr, "Existence (Wujiid) and Quiddity (Mtihiyyah) in Islamic Philosophy",
International Philosophical Quarterly, 29(4) (December 1989): 409-28. Mulla
Sadra gave an extensive discussion of mdhiyyah in his al-Asfor, 2: 2ff

13 Mulla ~adra offers numerous rational arguments for the principiality of wujud,
arguments which have been summarized by SabziwarI in his Sharb al-manzumah,
See Mohaghegh and Izursu, op. cit.: 32ff., and the Asfor, I: 38ff.

14 On transubstantial motion see the Asfor, 3: 80ff.
15 See Izursu, Creation and the Timeless Order of Things: 119ff.
16 See al-Ghazzali, Tahafia al-fo/mifah, trans. Sabih Ahmad Kamali (Lahore, 1963):

13ff.
17 See S. H. Nasr, "The School of Isfahan", in Sharif (cd.) A History of Muslim

Philosophy, 2: 916ff.
18 For an explanation of Mulla Sadra's views concerning the relation of God and

the world see Fazlur Rahman, 'The God-World Relationship in Mulla Sadra",
in George Hourani (ed.) Essays on Islamic Phiwsophy and Science (Albany, 1975):
238-53.

19 See Mulla Sadra, the Asjar, 3: 278ff. See also Fazlur Rahman, "Mulls Sadra's
Theory of Knowledge", Philosophical Forum, 4(1) (fall 1972): 141-52.

20 For a most profound discussion, according to the School of Mulla Sacira, of the
truth that knowledge ('ilm) is being and light and not merely the imprint of
forms upon the tablet of the soul see Sayyid Muharnrnad Kazirn ~~ar, 11m al-
I.Jadrth (Tehran, 1352 (AH Solar)/] 973) chapter I: I if.

21 See Mulla Sadra, the Asfor, 2: 46ff., and his al-Shawtihid al-rubiibiyyah: 159ff.
22 In onc of his major works, Creative Imagination in the Sujism of Ibn 'Arabi,

trans. Ralph Mannheim (Princeton, 198 I), Henry Corbin introduced this
doctrine in its full amplitude for the first time in the modern West. His expo-
sition was so influential that a whole centre was established in France by the
French philosopher Gilbert Duranr for the srudy of the imaginal world or l'imag-
inaire while in England the journal Temenos was founded by Karhleen Raine to
propagate art in its relation to the imagination as understood by Muslim thinkers

seen through the eyes of Corbin. For Ibn 'Arabr's views of the imaginal world
to which he returns again and again in his works, especially al-Futidrdt al-
makkiyyah, see William Chittick, The Suji Path of Knowledge (Albany, 1989):
112ff.; and his Imaginal Worlds (Albany, 1994), especially part 2: 67if.

23 Corbin has dealt with this theme extensively in his Spiritual Body and Celestial
Earth, trans. Nancy Pcarson (Princcron, 1977). See especially pp. 164-70, which
contains rhe text of Mulla Sadra from his Kitiib al-biemat al- 'arshiyyah dealing
directly with this subject.

24 For a detailed analysis of Mulla Sadra's views on eschatology in relation to the
reality of the imaginal world see the long introduction of S. ]. AshtiyanI to his
edition of al-Mabda' ioa'l-ma'ad.

25 Sec the Asfor, 6: 263ff.
26 See aL-Shawtihid al-rububiyyah: 39ff.
27 On this issue as a whole see Khwajawi, Laiodmi' al- ariftn: 79ff.
28 Mulla Sadra refers often in his writings to the three degrees of certainty, 'ilm

al-yaqin (knowledge of certainty), 'ayn al-yaqin (eye of certainty), and baqq al-
yaqfn (truth of certainty) which mark the hierarchy of knowledge in Sufism and
correspond to hearing of fire, seeing fire and being consumed by fire. See Abu
Bakr Siraj ad-DIn. The Book of Certainty (Cambridge, 1992).

29 See for example, the Asfor, 2: 127ff.
30 For an outline of Mulls Sadra's method of commentary see Muharnmad

Khwajawi, Tarjuma-yl mafotrb al-ghayb (Tehran, 1984): 84ff.
31 A complete lisr of his commentaries, including verses of chapters upon which

he commented, is given in Nasr, The Transcendent Theosophy. 48.
32 All of Mulla Sadra's commentaries have been published rogerher for the first

time by Muharnrnad Khwajawi in several volumes under the tide Tafitr al-
qur'dn al-karim ta lif Sadr al-muta'allibin (Qorn, 1987).

33 See L. S. Peerwani, "Qur'anic Hermeneutics: the Views of Sadr AI-DIn Shlrazi",
in BRISMES Proceedings of the 1991 International Conference on Middle Eastern
Studies (Manchester, 1991): 118-27. The commentary upon the "Light Verse",
which is one of the greatest masterpieces of Islamic thought, has been trans-
lated and analysed by Muhsin Salil:t in a doctoral thesis at Temple University
in America (1993); this has not as yet heen published.

34 See S. H. Nasr, 'The Metaphysics of Sadr al-Din ShIrazI and Islamic Philosophy
in Qajar Persia", in Edmund Bosworrh and Ca role Hillcnbrand (eds) Qajar
Persia (Edinburgh, 1983): 177-98.
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Shah WalIullah - Qutb ai-DIn Ahrnad ibn 'Abd al-Rahim - was born
near Delhi at sunrise on 4 Shawwaal 1114 (Wednesday 21 February 1703)
to a distinguished family, known for its contribution to the educational,
intellectual and religious life of Delhi. On his paternal side Shah Waliull;ih
claimed descent from the second caliph while his mother's family claimed
descent from the Prophet's grandson. His paternal grandfather, Wajihal-
OIn Ghazl Shahid, had been a commander in the army of Aurangzeb,
who bestowed on him the tide of ghiizr; his father, Shah 'Abd al-~Tm,
was an eminent savant who gave up his imperial nobility in order to
devote himself to learning and mysticism.

Shah WalIullah was educated at a school established by his father.
He studied Arabic and Persian, the Qur'an, Hadith, tafirr, fiqh, mantiq,
philosophy, mysticism, medicine, rhetoric and mathematics before grad-
uating in 1130/1718. In that year his farher initiated him into the
Naqshbandi Suh order and in the following year granted him ijdzah in
rhar order. On his father's death in 1131/1719, Shah Waliullah took
charge of the school, remaining there for the next dozen years, guiding
students and developing his own theories.

Shah WalIullah had married in 1130/1718. He had a son and a
daughter from this marriage and, following his wife's death a few years
later, married again at the age of forty-three. This marriage yielded him
four sons. In 1143/1731 he made his &ajj. He stayed in Mecca and
Medina for more than a year to study with a number of eminent scholars
and mystics, including the notable Shaykh Abu Tahir al-Madani.

On returning to India he engaged with the political and social
turmoil afflicting the country. His life spanned the reign of ten rulersin
Delhi, who cumulatively added to the problems facing the populace.
Central Muslim power had dissipated to provincial governers and nobles;
other groups such as the Marathas, Sikhs, Jats and Europeans were vying
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